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Amid our momentous ten-year birthday
celebrations that spanned six countries
in 2011/2012, GL grappled with several
personal and institutional challenges. Four
staff and one board member, as well as
one staff member’s sister, experienced
accidents or traumatic experiences that
challenged the GL family to pull together,
be supportive, as well as fill in work gaps.

We made some excellent and unfortunate hiring decisions
that sapped vital energy at a time of heavy work and
programme demands. We experienced two funding shocks,
just as we celebrated becoming a recipient of the DFID
PPA grant that provides flexible funding but has challenged
us on many fronts to up our game: strengthen corporate
governance; move from monitoring and evaluation to
knowledge and learning; and realise greater value for
money.

As our country operations have grown, so have the demands
on our slim corporate services unit that struggles to survive
on project-specific donor funds that often have little regard
for institutional and human resource needs. In an effort to
enhance sustainability, we took on the GL Cottages in
April last year - a social entrepreneurship venture that is
proving its worth but placed high demands on stretched
human resources.

Counting our blessings
At our Christmas party in December each year, we sing
Count Your Blessings and we do indeed have much to be

grateful for. Many NGOs have folded in the recessionary
economic environment. As resources shrunk generally,
GL managed to increase its income this past year by 47%,
thanks to an aggressive fund raising strategy and calling
in of donor funds outstanding, as well as our diversification
and income-generation projects.

For the first time this year, we started to record what we
saved through better procurement practise, as well as in-
kind support: venues, transport, offices and the many other
benefits of smart patrnerships. As illustrated in the table,
this adds up to over R4 million per annum: a significant
contribution indeed!

Comparing 2010/2011 to 2011/2012, we have experienced
substantial growth in virtually every area: our Board; staff;
number of beneficiaries; website hits; list serve mail shots;
Opinion and Commentary Service; media mentions and
many more.

CEO’s REPORT
By Colleen Lowe Morna,  Chief Executive Officer

GL Cottages. Photo: Debi Lucas

Indicator
Budget
In kind support
Procurement savings
Registered offices
Board
Staff
Media COE’s
Governance COE’s
Partnership agreements
No of events
No of direct beneficiaries
No of contacts on data base
Website unique visits
Facebook likes
No reached through list serve
No of commentaries

GL mentions in media

2010/2011
R 25 112 306
Not recorded
Not recorded
5
10 - 20% men
50 - 20% men
76
72
56
488
16, 848 (5947) 36% men
7425 (37% men)
268, 536
450
224,680
English - 141
French - 111= 252

285

2011/2012
R 36 876 079
R  2 279 952
R 1 945 839
9
12 - 30 % men
58 - 30% men
109
151
105
616
14, 969 - 41% men
11,612 (40% men)
748, 803
1350
431,908
English - 157
French - 112
Portuguese - 33 = 302
324

% increase
47%
New

80%
20%
16%
43%
109%
88%
26%
-11% or 151% (1)
56%
179%
300%
193%
20%

12%
Note: 10,901 participants in 2010/2011 formed part of a joint initiative with a partner in Malawi on the SADC Gender Protocol. Percentage increase or decrease is therefore given with and without this figure.
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web“ as opposed to “silo“ approach to programming has
led to the idea that we merge the Gender and Media and
Gender and Local Government Summits into one annual
Gender Justice Summit with considerable cost savings.

A way of working that works
Running through each of GL’s programmes is a “way of
working“ that we believe works. This includes:  evidence-
based research; advocacy in multi-media formats drawing
from GL’s core media strength; corrective action plans;
capacity building through on-the-job support soon to be
expanded to include peer learning; documenting; drawing
out lessons learned and good practices through summits
described as “market places of ideas.“

From M and E to Results for Change
Joining the DFID Governance and Transparency Fund
(GTF) partnership in 2008 raised the organisational bar on
Monitoring and Evaluation and helped GL develop an in-
house manual. With PPA funding GL has extended this
conceptual framework and tools to a “Results for Change“
manual (see conceptual graphic and detailed description
on http://www. genderlinks.org.za/page/results) covering
M and E; knowledge, learning and innovation as well as
institutional effectiveness. Key improvements over the last
year include:
• Automating several of the reports derived from data

entered by our country offices through the back end of
the website.

• Google mapping of the governance and media COE’s
on the GL website.

• Strengthening qualitative monitoring, including the
Changing Lives, Women in Politics Making A Difference,
“I“ Stories and Protocol@work series that can be accessed
from the home page of the website.

• The governance Centres of Excellence (COE) verification
that took place in March 2012. This led to several
programme design improvements in this process.

People power
Since its inception in 2010, GL’s staff
contingent has grown from two to 58.
These staff come from 13 countries;
11 of these are SADC countries. Thanks
to the upgrading of M and E interns to
field assistants earlier this year, the
proportion of men has increased from
20% to 30%. As witnessed in GL’s

Learning Journey this year, we have become more honest
about our mistakes, and seen them as a way to learn.

In a bid to assist staff in achieving better work life balance
GL Deputy Chair Scholastica Kimaryo ran a Perfect Health
wellness series through the course of the year and reports
on the outcomes in the annual report.

Programme coherence and dynamism
GL can now claim to have links from global through to
local level:
• Globally the GL POA supports the attainment of MDG

three - gender equality.
• The SADC Gender Protocol with its 28 targets to be

achieved by 2015 provides a regional roadmap for
achieving this.

• At national level GL and Alliance members are working
with governments to align their National Action Plans
to the targets of the SADC Gender Protocol and cost
implementation - an exercise in gender responsive
budgeting. This expands the work on National Action
Plans to End Gender Violence to all areas of gender
work.

• At local level GL is popularising and localising the SADC
Protocol through 100 Centres of Excellence for Gender
Mainstreaming in the Media and 300 Centres of
Excellence for Gender in Local Government.

Strategic funding through the DFID PPA Fund has facilitated
greater synergy between programmes. The governance
and media COE’s (260 institutions) are working closely
together in overlapping modules on gender and governance,
while the justice and governance programmes collaborate
on GBV and attitude indicators at the local level  The
Southern Africa Gender Protocol Alliance provides an
overarching framework for all programmes. This “spider

“I am grateful to GL for affording me the opportunity to go
through the wellness sessions that were conducted by
GL's Deputy Chair of the Board, Scholastica Kimaryo.
She taught me the different personalities of human beings
through the Dosha quiz and I began to appreciate the
different personalities I have in my team and that all of
them, different as they are, complement each other and
together bring the synergy that is required to achieve the
set tasks for the corporate services unit.” Bridget Marango,
Director of Corporate Services, Learning Journey 2011/2012

Conduct  evidence
based research;
baseline studies

Engage with key
stakeholders on

results

Use the media to
publicise findings

Develop corrective
policies and action

plans

Empower change agents;
train them on the job
through implementing

policies

Affirm good practice
through summits and awards;

document these using multi media
formats (Include testimonial

evidence)

Fund raising - country initiatives - GL has made a promising start in Namibia, Zimbabwe and Mozambique.

Diversification: GL acquired the GL Cottages, and registered the GL Training Institute.

Value for money: GL has a much tighter procurement policy in place.

Smart partnerships: GL is able to achieve huge  multiplier effects through smart partnerships and in-kind support.

Financial and sustainability strategy

The challenge
Several of GL’s

multi year
funding agree-
ments come to

an end in
2013/2014.
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page/shop where books, photographs and audio visual
resources from our programme work can be ordered on
line. The considerable increase in outreach through GL’s
website, list serve, new media, Opinion and Commentary
service (see table) will be leveraged in a website donation
fund raising strategy being devised with advice from larger
partners in the PPA network such as Oxfam.

The GL Cottages - www.glcottages.co.za - is a residential
training facility used by GL and rented out to partners as
part of a new “social entrepreneurship“ venture in the
organisation. Clients include the DFID GTF learning event
in April 2012.

GL has also now registered the GL Training Institute (GTI),
accredited by the South African Qualifications Authority
(SAGA) following stringent tests that affirm the quality of
GL’s materials and infrastructure. Now that GL has been
formally accredited, these can be marketed more effectively.

Institutional effectiveness
GL’s organisational chart reflects restructuring during the
course of the year to manage four programmes, in fifteen
countries as well as strengthen institutional practice in
nine offices; fund raise, diversify and ensure future
sustainability. The culture of learning as well as exposure
to PPA partner learning networks has contributed
significantly to growing institutional effectiveness to be
able to deliver results - see table.

While GL’s financial position has improved, sustainability
remains a key challenge, especially as the organisation
grows and opens new offices. As detailed in the financial
review later in this report, GL’s secured funding tapers off
considerably after 2012/2013. This has resulted in a four-
prong strategy: fund raising, particularly tapping in-country
resources now that GL has registered more offices;
diversification; realising greater value for money and
leveraging off smart partnerships.

GL Services offers advisory services - see http://www.
genderlinks.org.za/page/gl-services and markets publications
through GL’s new E shop - http://www.genderlinks.org.za/

Scale/Scope

Quality

Efficiency

Timeliness

Leveraging
additional
funding

A 75% increase in media and local government COE’s resulting in taking forward MDG 3 and SADC
Gender Protocol targets in 260 institutions; 151 of these local councils covering a population of 21, 414,
538 or about one fifth the women and men in the SADC region.
The quality of COE work has been improved by extending the six stage process to ten in both media and
local government COE’s. In the case of media this has included adding a training component to the policy
process and self- monitoring tool kit, as well as aligning media training  to the targets of the Protocol.
Climate change, care work and economic justice modules have been added to both processes. The score
cards for governance and media Centres of Excellence (COE’s) have been simplified.The verification process
undertaken in governance this year will be replicated in the media programme next year.
Automating M and E reports greatly increases the efficiency of data collection and allows managers to focus
on analysis, taking corrective action, improving quality and innovation.
GL’s work is contributing towards a range of ambitious gender equality targets to be achieved by 2015.
At the macro level, GL is engaging with governments  on aligning gender policies and action plans to the
SADC Protocol: a critical and timely action in the count-down to 2015. This strategic gender responsive
budgeting initiative will have significant direct benefits for the poor, the majority of whom are women.
Through the COE’s in governance and media, GL is demonstrating institution and community- level successes
shows that change is possible.
During the year GL submitted 21 funding applications: six to the European Union, five to UN agencies,
three to other governmental aid agencies and six to foundations. The benefits of GL’s geographical spread
are evident in the fact that 12 of these applications are for regional work and the rest are for in-country
funding. Positive indications have been received in four of the nine countries where GL is registered. In
kind support leveraged is detailed in the Value for Money report.

Seychelles - on costing action plans for the implementation
of the Protocol, and is in discussion with the SADC Gender
Unit, for work with five more Member States. GL is
championing a high level campaign for the adoption of
an addendum on Gender and Climate Change that gained
momentum during COP 17 where GL produced ten daily
newsletters.

Impact
The SADC Gender Protocol Alliance: In its continued role
as coordinator of the SADC Gender Protocol Alliance, GL
produces the annual SADC Gender Protocol Barometer.
The Protocol and Barometer processes have given significant
impetus to the campaign for gender equality. The slogan
of the Alliance has progressed from “2015: the time is
now“, to “2015: yes we can“ to “2015: yes we must.“ This
year GL has worked with two governments - Namibia and
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Through the three mainstream programmes (media,
governance, and justice), GL deliberately champions the
provisions of the Protocol. While the overall impact of
such work may take many years to measure, and may be
difficult to attribute to any one institution, impact at the
institutional level through the Centres of Excellence initiative
is measurable.

Media: GL has been at the forefront in creating a gender
and media movement in Southern Africa. There is no
region in the world in which an NGO is working with
nearly one quarter of all media to develop and implement
gender policies, using the provisions of the Protocol on
gender parity in and through the media. This work is
yielding results. For example, in the Mauritius Broadcasting
Corporation, one of the first media houses to adopt a
Gender Policy, women sources have increased from 14%
to 28%.

Governance: GL has singularly put
gender on the agenda of local
government in Southern Africa, and
is localising the targets of the Southern
African Gender Protocol through the
local-level Gender Action Plans. When
GL began research on gender and local
government, the region had no figures

or database on women’s representation and participation
in this critical sphere of governance. Now these figures
are known, canvassed, and used for advocacy.

GL’s work in Lesotho contributed to the modification and
retention of the quota for women in local government in
2011. In Mauritius, GL is credited with the advocacy that
led to a quota for women in local government in the 2012
elections, necessitating a constitutional amendment that
also makes way for Mauritius to sign the Protocol. Emerging
evidence from the COEs shows how these councils are
becoming more gender responsive in service delivery.

Justice: GL is the first NGO in the region to popularise the
SADC Gender Protocol target of halving gender violence
in local government. Councils previously argued that they
had no mandate in this area. Using GBV indicators to
measure impact as part of the COE model will make the
case that the battle against gender violence can be won
- community by community.

Appreciation
I wish to place on record my appreciation to the GL Board,
and especially the Executive Committee that has provided

unyielding support and guidance during a difficult year.
I am privileged to work with two senior managers, Chief
of Operations Kubi Rama and Director of Corporate Service
Bridget Marango who provided all the data for this report.
These human pillars of GL constantly go beyond the call
of duty to ensure high quality delivery.

With no prior experience in hotel management,  former
executive and marketing assistant Mukayi Makaya this
year took on the task of running GL Services, reminding
us of the growth potential in GL and in the talented team
of young professionals who work here.

We have a hard working and talented middle management
team; our Country Managers have given us Giant Footprints;
our interns keep us energised and we have an enthusiastic
core of young professionals who will be tomorrow’s
managers.

Without our funders and partners we would not be who
we are or where we are today. Thank you, merci, obrigada,
siyabonga, mazvita, realeboga!

Colleen Lowe Morna
Chief Executive Officer

Shaking a leg: GL staff on Youth Day, 16 June, in Soweto.
Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna


